An Art x Science
Film Series

Founded in 2018, Michigan State University’s Science
Gallery works with young adults to ignite creativity and
discovery at the intersections of science, technology,
art, and design. Science Gallery is our nation’s first
member of the prestigious, international Science
Gallery Network. The university-linked Science Gallery
Network consists of seven locations worldwide:
London, Bengaluru, Melbourne, Rotterdam, Detroit,
Atlanta, and Berlin. In 2021, Science Gallery became
a programmatic division of the MSU Museum aimed at
experimentation and innovation at the intersection of
science and art.

Field of View

Science Gallery

409 West Circle Dr.
East Lansing, MI 48824

The MSU Museum is the science and culture museum
at Michigan State University and the state’s first
Smithsonian Affiliate. The museum features three
floors of special collections and changing exhibits.
The Museum is located on 409 West Circle Drive next
to Beaumont Tower on the MSU campus and is open
to the public Tuesday - Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

museum.msu.edu

Michigan State University Museum

This film series is supported by MSU Federal
Credit Union, City of East Lansing, Downtown
Development Authority, Downtown Management
Board, MSU Science Gallery, and the MSU
Museum.
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___
All Light, Everywhere

___
Black Holes: The Edge of All We Know

Presented by the MSU Museum, MSU Science Gallery, and the City of East Lansing,
Field of View: An Art x Science Films Series features a collection of eight thoughtprovoking documentaries exploring humankind’s understanding of the world. From the
Sundance Film Festival to the South by Southwest (SXSW) Film Festival, these captivating
films have been entertaining audiences across North America. Join us for engaging and
exciting evenings under the stars at Valley Court Park!

From what history will the future dream? All Light, Everywhere is an exploration of the
shared histories of cameras, weapons, policing, and justice. As surveillance technologies
become a fixture in everyday life, the film interrogates the complexity of an objective point
of view, probing the biases inherent in both human perception and the lens.

How do you photograph a hole in the universe? Black Holes: The Edge of All We Know
tells the story of a paradox at the heart of black holes: When something falls inside, is
it truly lost forever? A tight-knit group of physicists, secluded in the English countryside,
search for the answer. Meanwhile, a global network of scientists builds a telescope,
literally the size of Earth, to achieve something more straightforward but equally profound:
taking a photo of a black hole for the first time.

___
Fireball

___
Red Heaven

___
The Most Unknown

Since before we existed, meteors have haunted our planet. Over billions of years,
extraterrestrial bombardments have reshaped the very nature of our planet, causing
species to perish or flourish — and perhaps even seeding the initial building blocks for
life on Earth. Today we can still hear the echo of these meteor impacts, ringing through
culture, mythology, and scientific research. Fireball takes viewers into the mystery at the
heart of these fallen stones, exploring their origins and their impacts on civilization.

The most fragile tool in science is the human mind.
Humanity faces monumental challenges on the path to colonizing space. Down on planet
Earth, six young scientists from around the world face stress, isolation, boredom — and
one another — as they spend 365 days in a NASA-led simulation of the surface of Mars.

The search for truth begins under a mountain and ends on a monkey island. Separated by
borders and discipline, united by a thirst for impossible questions, nine scientists embark
on a chain of encounters to explore one another’s greatest experiments. From slime-filled
caves to observatories at 14,000 feet, and from the depths of the ocean to the interior of
the human mind, these unique thinkers find common ground in curiosity.

___
Oliver Sacks: His Own Life

___
Human Nature

___
In Silico

A closeted champion weightlifter, haunted by vice, becomes a poet of contemporary
neuroscience. Months before his death, Oliver Sacks sat down with legendary director
Ric Burns to tell his life story, in his own words. A story that includes battles with drug
addiction, self-hating homophobia, and a research establishment that failed to understand
him. His story ultimately helped redefine our understanding of the human brain and the
diversity of the human experience.

Nature’s greatest invention could alter the course of history. A powerful new technology
called CRISPR might eradicate all genetic disease. It might also let us rewrite our DNA,
engineer our children, and alter life as we know it. Human Nature investigates the
challenging ethical choices that could alter the future of humanity. The genetic revolution
is here. Time to pick a side.

The story of a synthetic human mind as polarizing as its creator. A young filmmaker sets out
to document a brilliant neuroscientist who has become frustrated with his field’s status quo.
With time elapsing and millions of dollars on the line, In Silico explores an audacious 10year quest to simulate the entire human brain on supercomputers. Along the way, it reveals
the profound beauty of tiny mistakes and bold predictions — a controversial space where
scientific process meets ego, and where the lines between objectivity and ambition blur.
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Thursdays
06/02 thru 07/21

Director :: Theo Anthony | 06/16

Director :: Peter Galison | 07/07

All films start at dusk approximately at 9:20 p.m.
Advance registration recommended at museum.msu.edu

Director :: Wener Herzog | 06/02

Director :: Ric Burns | 06/09

Directors :: Lauren DeFilippo and Katherine Gorringe | 06/23

Director :: Adam Bolt | 06/30

Director :: Ian Cheney | 07/14

Director :: Noah Hutton | 07/21

